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Abstract—This paper proposes a novel framework for Quality of Context (QoC) in context-aware systems. The main innovative features include: (1) a new definition that generalizes the notion of QoC; (2) a novel multilayer context model; (3) a novel model of QoC that introduces new quality parameters; (4) a novel mechanism to define QoC policy by assigning weights to QoC parameters using a multi-criteria decision-making technique; (5) and a novel quality control algorithm that handles context conflicts, context missing values, and context erroneous values. Our framework is implemented in MatLab and evaluated using a case study of a flood forecast system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The term ‘Ubiquitous’, which means appearing or existing everywhere, was combined with the term "Computing" to form the term "Ubiquitous Computing", which is used to describe ICT (Information and Communication Technology) systems that enable information and tasks to be available everywhere. Devices should vanish into the background to make the user and his tasks the central focus rather than computing devices and technical issues [36][37]. This vision has seen a remarkable development where the physical world environment is being increasingly digitally instrumented and strewn with embedded sensor-based and control devices [36]. Context-Aware computing is a field in the wider ubiquitous computing. Context-aware systems use context information to decide what adaptation actions to perform in response to changes in their environment. Depending on applications, context information includes physical context (e.g. temperature and location), user context (e.g. user preferences and user activity), and ICT context (e.g. device capabilities and battery power). Sensors are the main means of capturing context. Unfortunately, sensed context data are commonly prone to imperfection due to the technical limitations of sensors, their availability, dysfunction, and the highly dynamic nature of environment. Consequently, sensed context data might be imprecise, erroneous, conflicting, or simply missing. This imperfection affect the quality of context in higher level of context (i.e. derived context). To manage the impact of context imperfection on the behavior of a context-aware system, a notion of Quality of Context (QoC) is used to measure the quality of any information that is used as context information. Adaptation is performed only if the context data used in the decision-making has an appropriate quality level.

This paper proposes a novel framework for QoC in context-aware systems, which is called MCFQoC (Multilayered-Context Framework for Quality of Context). The main innovative features of the framework include: (1) a new definition that generalizes the notion of QoC to encompass sensed context as well as user profiled context; (2) a novel multilayer context model that distinguishes between three context abstractions: context situation, context object, and context element; (3) a novel model of QoC which extends the existing models with new quality parameters and explicitly distributes the quality parameters across the three layers of context abstraction; (4) a novel mechanism to define QoC policy by assigning weights to QoC parameters using a multi-criteria decision-making technique called Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP); (5) and finally, a novel quality control algorithm called IPQP (Integrating Prediction with Quality of context Parameters for Context Quality Control) for handling context conflicts, context missing values, and context erroneous values. Our framework, MCFQoC, has been implemented in MatLab and evaluated using a case study of a flood forecast system. Results show that the framework is expressive and modular, thanks to the multilayer context model and to the notion QoC policy which specifies the importance of individual context parameters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is presented in Section II. The proposed framework is described in Section III. The Section IV talks about the implementation of the
framework, while Section V presents the evaluation of the proposed framework. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

For context-aware systems, context inherently is imperfect. Conflicts, erroneous, imprecision, and even unknown and missing values could be found within the context information values [5]. These context imperfect aspects led us to think about a solution that contributes in raising the quality level of context. In addition, when we were investigating the QoC in the literature, we have remarked many points that have inspired us to think about developing a comprehensive framework for QoC to figure out the context imperfection aspects, and offer an effective method for context quality control. The points that have been remarked in the literature related to QoC can be summarized as follows: (1) Most work achieved in this area deals with context quality issues separately and not as integrated parts. There are many issues related to QoC that have been addressed in the literature such as context quality parameters [1][2][3][7][8][11][30][31][47], context quality measures [2][7][30], resolving context conflicts [9][10][15][16], context validity, and resolving context uncertainty [30][32][33][34]. However, realizing quality aspects needs to a comprehensive solution that can integrates all these issues together.

(2) Many solutions, which are introduced in the literature for context quality, have been built depending on a simple view of the context, whereas the context has a complex taxonomy and different views. Thinking about QoC should start by thinking about the nature of the context itself. For example, context information combines different levels of context. In the low level, there are context elements or context facts, which are aggregated to compose a higher context information (abstracted context), and then abstracted contexts with each other compose the context situation in the top level. Despite this point of research is vital, very few studies have insufficiently addressed this issue [32][33][34]. To explain this point, let us introduce the following example: in flooding forecasting context-aware system, there are wind speed, temperature, soil saturation, precipitation and rainfall duration which are considered context facts. Rainfall status is an abstracted context, which is concluded using rainfall duration and precipitation context facts. Rainfall status cooperates with the other abstracted contexts such as soil status to compose the final situation of the context, which is the “potential flooding”. For this situation, quality of context in the lower level should affect quality of context in the upper level. To the best of our knowledge, this view has not been clearly addressed by the existing solutions of context quality. On the other hand, a context fact could be sensed context such as temperature and user movement, or profiled context such as user calendar, whereas we have derived context in the higher levels. In fact, quality aspects of sensed context should not be the same for profiled context. Thus, these different views for context should be taken into account when thinking about a comprehensive solution to context quality control. (3) Most existing solutions of context quality parameters did not differentiate between the two basic types of parameters: basic quality parameters, which reflect context validity as a basic quality requirement (e.g. reliability, probability_of_correctness, freshness, and completeness), and the perfection parameters, which reflect other aspects of quality (e.g. privacy, precision, and representation_consistency). We believe that the basic quality parameters should take place, as it could be a basis for many context shortcomings such as context conflicts and context uncertainty. (4) Beside quality parameters that indicate quality level of each piece of context, other general long-term quality indicators are essentially needed to serve different context stakeholders such as context provider, consumer, and CAS developers. To the best of our knowledge, most work has been conducted by researchers has a lack regarding to this issue. For example, the quality level of a group of context facts in the lower level will introduce an important general indicator to know the quality of the sensor network that produced that context. These indicators could indicate the need to improve the whole network of sensors in a particular area. For example, a network of weather sensors belongs to a particular station that feeds a weather forecast context-aware system.

III. A FRAMEWORK FOR CONTEXT QUALITY ASSURANCE IN CONTEXT AWARE SYSTEMS

The way to realize context quality aspects in CASs is to design a broad solution for Quality of Context (QoC), in this paper we introduces a comprehensive framework for QoC. Basically, all quality frameworks should be developed based on the concept of quality management systems (QMSs). QMSs are quality systems developed in business field to ensure the quality level of products or services. A QMS is a complete system that includes a collection of business processes that realize the admitted quality policy and quality objectives [40][41]. In the same way, the proposed framework should encompass the following component: the quality objectives or parameters, a quality policy based on the context nature, and control processes that will enforce quality policy.
This section starts by introducing the idea of context layers that was the basis of our framework where the proposed quality parameters and quantification methods are based on this idea. Then, our new proposed definition of QoC is introduced. This definition also affects the development of framework elements. Finally, the different constructs of our framework are described.

A. Multilayer Context Model

The basic idea behind building the proposed framework is the context multilayers. This idea affects the designing of different framework constructs. Actually, using context multilayers to conclude the quality level of context is not a new idea. In [32][34], authors introduced a model for context layers to compute the context confidence. The idea was to introduce three layers of context, start in the bottom with context facts that are reproduced by sensors and then the intermediate layer that contains the abstracted context, which is aggregated from many context facts or abstracted from a context fact. The top layer contains the context situation, which is the final derived context.

In our proposed framework, we found the idea of context multilayers is necessary for the following reasons:

1. Context as a nature is multilayered; there is a sensed context, profiled context, and derived context. Sensed context is a simple fact, which is collected/acquired using sensors such as temperature degree, heart rate, or wind speed. Profiled context is a context, which is assigned by the user such as meeting dates or user calendar. Derived context means there are underlying context that the situation is derived upon it [13][17]. Unfortunately, most work achieved so far for quality parameters focused only on sensed context whereas CASs make their decisions and services usually based on derived context.

2. Some parameters are not applicable for some layers. For example, probability_of_correctness is a vital parameter that reflects the extent that a piece of context element is valid according to the occurrences of other pieces of context based on the previous history. This parameter is applicable for the context in the lower level where the piece of context is not derived and there are real occurrences and a previous history for this piece of context and for the other pieces of context. The complete view for quality parameters that is suitable for each layer is introduced in our parameters model in Section.

So, distinguishing between context layers and consequently context parameters for each layer is necessary.

The proposed multilayered context model includes three basic layers: context elements layer, context objects layer, and context situation layer. The quality of context for each layer depends on the quality of underlying layers. The definition of the three concepts from inner to outer layer is below:

**Context elements layer:** This layer contains the context elements which are basically captured from sensors or profiled from a user such as temperature, movement, location, humidity, and a meeting date in a user calendar. This layer is the main difference between our work and the layers proposed in [13][17] as the authors there consider only the sensed context in this layer.

**Context objects layer:** This layer contains the context entities that are derived using underlying context elements. Also, it can be derived using other underlying context objects. Examples of derived context are weather status, flooding status, and user status. This intermediate layer could contain inner layers but the context in this layer does not represent the final target context situation. The context object could be e.g., a person, a place, or an event.

**Context situation layer:** This layer is the same as context objects layer, as it is a derived context, however it represents an independent layer to distinguish it as a final target context where the services of context-aware systems depend on directly.

Figure 1 illustrates the nested layers of context. Our parameters model and also the evaluation methods are designed based on these nested layers as clarified in Sections and.
B. A Generalized Definition for QoC

Referencing to the quality issue in general, specialist can use some verified heuristics to ensure conformity of required quality level when dealing with computing systems. These heuristics are always represented as data to facilitate computing quality realization and management in order to support the performance automatically. As a result, quality of context is considered as information about the context information that enables us to judge the quality level of context. In light of that, the first definition of QoC was introduced by [1] as:

"Quality of Context (QoC) is any information that describes the quality of information that is used as context information".

Later, the definition of QoC is modified by [2] to involve the subjective nature to the concept with engaging user satisfaction to the definition:

"Quality of context indicates the degree of conformity of the context collected by sensors to the prevailing situation in the environment and the requirements of a particular context consumer".

In our view, the definition which is proposed by [1] was simple as it cannot capture all and critical quality aspects that affect and ensure quality of context. This definition focuses on the representation of quality more than the key quality aspects for context within the context-aware ubiquitous environment. This definition of QoC guides researchers to elaborate the context quality as general and with concentrating on inherent objective information about context information apart of consumer view and the real context. Thus, this definition is modified by [2] to involve the subjective nature to the concept with engaging user satisfaction to the definition. This view is more close to the quality references models and its nature.

In addition, both earlier definitions concentrate on sensed context despite the context can be sensed, profiled, or derived.

Our definition of QoC is as follows:

"The degree of conformity of the context to represent the situation in the environment and to fulfill the requirements of the context consumer".

In this definition, quality of context is not limited to the sensed data compared to the definition that has been proposed by [2]. The context situation that is mentioned in the definition is the context in higher level. It is derived using sensed and profiled. So we can that all layers of context are included in the definition. In addition, credibility of context situation measures the extent that the context represents the real word. This definition indicates that the Credibility parameter should be considered as an important quality parameter for context. In addition, it indicates importance of realizing the consumer requirements.

These implications, which are inspired by the new definition, form the basis of other quality framework constructs.

C. Architecture of QoC Framework

This section introduces the architecture of the proposed framework. In the heart of the framework, there are two important constructs: the quality policy and the control processes that enforce the quality policy. To define quality policy, quality parameters should be determined. Therefore, the proposed framework basically encompasses quality parameters, quality policy, and quality control processes as shown by Figure 2.

The main parts of the MCFQoC framework are:

- The conceptual model, which represents the theoretical basis for other components; the conceptual contains the following components: (1) Multilayered context model, (2) QoC parameters, and (3) QoC parameters evaluation methods.
- Quality assurance system, which contains three main components: (1) Quality policy, (2) The runtime quality control processes which include two sub processes: IPQP algorithm for handling context shortcomings and CAS provision with QoC parameters for supporting context derivation, and (3) QoC long-term general indicators.

The next sections describe the these parts in details.
D. QoC Parameters Model

Designing the model of QoC parameters was depending on the idea of context multilayers and context taxonomy. Quality parameters model includes a package of parameters. Many of them have been already addressed by researchers; however, in this research we have proposed a new parameter and also a new distribution for the parameters according to the context level. Figure 3 introduces a summary of quality parameters for each context layer. In general, there are nine quality parameters, which are reliability, timeliness, completeness, credibility, accuracy, usability, representation_consistency, security_level, and probability_of_correctness [1][2][3][7][8][11][30][31][47]. These nine parameters combine most quality aspects mentioned in the literatures without repetitions. Credibility parameter is a new parameter that we propose in light of the QoC definition to reflect the reality of a context. It is a deep parameter, as it combines reliability, timeliness, completeness, and probability_of_correctness all together to represent the context reality.

We think that we need one parameter to reflect the reality of context. We could not trust the reliability parameter to do that because reliability depends on sensors that are prone to malfunctions. So, probability_of_correctness parameter can support the reality of context beside the reliability parameter. Especially for context situation, the recommended quality parameter is Credibility. That is because the main objective of all quality parameters in the lower layers is the credibility of the final context situation as clarified by our QoC definition.

We define Context Credibility as follows: "To what extent a piece of context reflects the reality".

As clarified by Figure 3, the parameter probability_of_correctness is applicable only for context in contextelement layer. That is because it reflects the conformity of all contextelements for the contextelement under investigation based on the real occurrences in the previous history. Therefore, we cannot apply this parameter to the derived context, as we need the occurrences in the previous history, which are not available for the derived context.
E. Evaluation of Quality Parameters

This section describes the new formulas, which are used for calculating some quality parameters that are included in our model. Many parameters in our proposed model are calculated according to the formulas mentioned in literatures as shown in Table 1. Modifications that are carried out upon the calculation methods encompass main three classes: (1) the modifications that have been carried out for the formulas which are used to calculate some quality parameters to make them more accurate for different context layers and types. These parameters are reliability, timeliness, completeness, and evaluation of profiled context. (2) The modifications that are related to usability parameter by introducing a new formula to calculate it. (3) For Credibility parameter, new formulas were introduced to calculate credibility in different context layers.

Reliability and Timeliness Evaluation for Derived Context:
The formulas that were introduced in literatures for computing reliability and timeliness were applicable only to sensed context elements in the lower layer of context as a metadata used to calculate the whole value belongs to a single context element. For example, the metadata values, which are used to calculate reliability, include sensor accuracy, distance between sensor and the target, and maximum valid distance. All these previous metadata values belong to a single sensed context element. Obviously, these metadata values are not applicable to the derived context as the derived context is composed from many single pieces of context. In this case, reliability and timeliness will be calculated as a total reliability and timeliness of context elements that compose the derived context by taking into account the relative weight of context elements for composing the derived context as shown by formulas 1 and 2.

\[
\text{Reliability}(\text{derived context}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{reliability}(\text{piece of context}_i) \times \text{weight}(\text{piece of context}_i) \quad (1)
\]

\[
\text{Timeliness}(\text{derived context}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{timeliness}(\text{piece of context}_i) \times \text{weight}(\text{piece of context}_i) \quad (2)
\]

Where \( n \) is number of pieces of context that compose the derived context.

Completeness Evaluation:
Our formula that introduced to include derived context that is composed from simple context or even of other derived pieces of context as shown by Formula 3.

\[
\text{Completeness}(\text{derived context}) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \text{weight}(\text{piece of context}_i) \times \text{completeness}(\text{piece of context}_i) \quad (3)
\]

Where \( m \) is the number of available pieces of context that compose the derived context.

For simple context in the lower level, the completeness of that context would be always 1 if it is available or 0 if not available. Formula 4 shows the completeness. This formula is applicable for sensed or profiled context.

\[
\text{Completeness}(\text{simple context}) = \begin{cases} 
1 & : \text{if simple context is available} \\
0 & : \text{if simple context is not available}
\end{cases} \quad (4)
\]

Usability Evaluation:
To judge if a piece of context is usable or not, it should satisfy two requirements: (1) accuracy requirement where it should be at the level of required accuracy for use; (2) format/representation requirement as it should be in the required format. Formula 5 has been introduced to involve the two aspects to calculate the usability:

\[
Usability\,(\text{piece of context}) = w_A \cdot (\text{Accuracy}\,(\text{piece of context})) + w_R \cdot (\text{Representation consistency}\,(\text{piece of context}))
\]

Where \(w_A\) and \(w_R\) are the relative importance weights for the accuracy parameter and the representation_consistency parameter respectively. These weights are set to 0 if the application does not need the corresponding parameter. Accuracy is calculated as in Formula 7 (Table 1)[7]; based on that, the representation_consistency is calculated using Formula 6:

\[
\text{Representation Consistency}(\text{derived context}) = 1 - \frac{\text{current transformation cost}}{\text{maximum transformation cost}}
\]

Formula 6 is adapted from [2], where the parameters current_transformation_cost and maximum_transformation_cost are determined by user to reflect the effort of transforming the context from one format to another.

**Credibility Evaluation:**
Context Credibility is a proposed parameter to reflect the extent to which a piece of context is close to reality. The greater the credibility value, the more confidence of the context to be closer to reality. Calculating credibility in different context layers could be different. We will start with credibility for context elements. To calculate credibility, three aspects can be used: reliability, timeliness, completeness (for derived context), and probability_of_correctness as shown by Figure 4. Probability_of_correctness is included in the Formula 8 with relativeweight of 50%, which is equivalent to the total weight of the other parameters. This large weight is assigned to overcome the fact that the parameters timeliness and completeness are subjective where the user determines some of their metadata values. In addition, reliability parameter depends on sensors, which are prone to faults. Probability_of_correctness depends on the affirmation of other pieces of context based on the previous history of a context.

**Figure 4 How Credibility is A Complex Parameter**

Hence, probability_of_correctness parameter is included to make balance and to make credibility parameter more objective (Figure 5). This mixture of parameters should give a good indication of context credibility. Based on what mentioned above, Formula 7 is proposed for piece_of_context credibility evaluation.

\[
\text{Credibility}(\text{simple context}) = \text{Avg}[\text{Avg}[\text{Reliability}(\text{simple context}), \text{Timeliness}(\text{simple context})], \text{Probability of correctness}(\text{simple context})]
\]

For a derived context, credibility parameter is calculated as a total credibility of all pieces of context that compose the derived context. Formula 8 has been proposed for the derived context:

\[
\text{Credibility}(\text{derived context}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{credibility}(\text{piece of context}) \cdot \text{completeness}(\text{piece of context}) \cdot \text{weight}(\text{piece of context})
\]

Where \(n\) is the number of pieces of context, which compose the derived context.
Figure 5 Howredibility Parameter Makes a Balance between Objective and Subjective Quality Aspects

Quality Parameters Evaluation for Profiled Context:
For a simple profiled context, which is usually assigned by user, few researches investigated methods to evaluate its quality parameters. For example, profiled context should be updated periodically by user to insure freshness of the context and the timeliness parameter should reflect that. In addition, similar to the sensed context, the accuracy level of a profiled context should be in the required level according to CAS’s needs. Referring to all quality parameters in our model, the profiled context is subjected to most calculating methods of parameters with one exception. The reliability of a sensed context depends on the sensor reliability which is determined by the manufacturer, and the distance between sensor and target. Whereas the reliability of a profiled context is always 1 as this value is recorded by the user [4][35].

Table 1 summarizes the formulas used in our model to calculate the different quality parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulas</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>[2] New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Reliability} (\text{sensed – simple – context}) = \begin{cases} 1 - \frac{d(s - e)}{d_{\text{max}}} &amp; \text{if } d(s - e) &lt; d_{\text{max}} \ 0 &amp; \text{Otherwise} \end{cases}$</td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>where $d(s - e)$ is the distance between the context object and the sensor, $d_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum distance and $\delta$ is the accuracy of the sensor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Reliability} (\text{derived context}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{reliability(piece of context,)} \times \text{weight(piece of context,)}$</td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where $n$ is the number of pieces of context that compose the context.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Reliability} (\text{profiled simple context}) = 1$</td>
<td>New</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Timeliness

$\text{Timeliness} (\text{simple context}) = \begin{cases} 1 - \frac{\text{Age(simple context)}}{\text{Validity time(simple context)}} & \text{if } \text{Age(simple context)} < \text{Validity time(simple context)} \\ 0 & \text{Otherwise} \end{cases}$

$\text{Age (simple context)} = T_{\text{curr}} - T_{\text{meas}} (\text{simple context})$

Where $T_{\text{curr}}$ is the current time, and $T_{\text{meas}} (\text{simple context})$ is the measured time for simple context and validity time is determined by the context consumer.

$\text{Timeliness (derived context)} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{timeliness(piece of context,)} \times \text{weight(piece of context,)}$

Where $n$ is the number of pieces of context that compose the context.

Completeness

$\text{Completeness (derived – context)} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \text{weight (piece of context,)} \times \text{completeness (piece of context,)}$

Where $m$ is the number of available pieces of context.

$\text{Completeness (simple context)} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if simple context is available} \\ 0 & \text{if simple context is not available} \end{cases}$

New
\[
\text{Representation consistency (piece of context)} = 1 - \frac{\text{current transformation cost}}{\text{maximum transformation cost}}
\]

New

### Accuracy

\[
\text{Accuracy (piece of context)} = \frac{\text{current granularity level}}{\text{total number of granularity level}} \quad (7)
\]

New

### Usability

\[
\text{Usability (piece of context)} = w_A \cdot (\text{Accuracy (piece of context)}) + w_R \cdot (\text{Representation} - \text{consistency (piece of context)})
\]

New

### Security Level

\[
\text{Security level (piece of context)} = \frac{\text{current security level}}{\text{total number of security level}}
\]

Where \( \text{current security level} \) and \( \text{total number of security level} \) are determined by user.

### Probability of Correctness

\[
\text{Probability of correctness (simple context)} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \text{confidence}(\text{simple context} \Rightarrow \text{simple context})
\]

New

\[
\text{Confidence}(\text{simple context} \Rightarrow \text{simple context}) = \frac{\text{sigma}(\text{simple context} \cap \text{simple context})}{\text{sigma}(\text{simple context})}
\]

Where \( \text{simple context} \) represents other pieces of context which are captured with the \( \text{simple context} \).

### Credibility

\[
\text{Credibility (simple context)} = \text{Avg}\left[\text{Avg}(\text{Reliability (simple context)}, \text{Timeliness (simple context)}), \text{Probability of correctness (simple context)}\right]
\]

New

\[
\text{Credibility (derived context)} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{credibility (piece of context)} \cdot \text{completeness (piece of context)} \cdot \text{weight (piece of context)}
\]

New

Where \( n \) is the number of pieces of context, which compose the derived context.

\[ F. \quad \text{Context Quality Policy} \]

In practice, the weight of a quality parameter varies depending on the nature of the CAS application \([42][43][44][45]\). In our framework, the quality policy will contain the quality parameters that are required for the CAS and the weight assigned to each parameter. The idea of determining different quality parameters with different weights for different CASs is not new (e.g., authors in \([7]\) and \([14]\) have addressed such idea). However, the contribution of this research is the way that determines the quality criteria in addition to the way of assigning the relative weights. Our approach is based on AHP method to produce the parameters weights. An overview of AHP is introduced below.

The total quality of context has been addressed in literatures and it is evaluated using the admitted quality policy for each piece of context. The most common way is that proposed by authors in \([14]\) which introduced the idea of assigning weights for each QoC parameter to use them for calculating the total quality of context. This way uses a predefined 7-level scale to assess the parameters weights.

In our framework, we use AHP to assign the parameters weights, the total quality of context will be calculated using Formula 9.

\[
\text{QoC (piece of context)} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i \cdot q_i(9)
\]

Where \( n \) is number of quality parameters, \( q \) is quality parameter, and \( w \) is parameter weight.

\[ \text{An Overview of AHP;} \]

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) \([23]\) is a decision-making method developed in the late 1960's by Thomas Saaty, one of the pioneers of the operational research field. This method is characterized by
its ability to incorporate qualitative factors using quantitative variables within the evaluation process of the different decisions alternatives [23][24][25][18]. AHP is used to assign quality parameters as a hierarchy for each context layer similarly to decisions analysis according to AHP. AHP uses a hierarchy of criteria that affect the final decision. In addition, based on AHP, the parameters weights are determined based on accurate pairwise comparison for each criteria and then the final weight for each parameter is calculated taking into account the results of the pairwise comparison. The pairwise comparison is useful in the case that the number of criteria is large. Assigning the weights requires comparing each criterion to all other criteria to assign an accurate weight. In our proposed quality parameters model, the number of quality parameters is nine. If all these parameters should be realized for a CAS, determining the weights will be slightly hard and could be inaccurate. AHP as a method is reliable. It achieved remarkable success for a wide range of decisions [23][24][25][18].

G. Context Quality Control Processes

According to ISO 9000 definitions [22], quality control is “a part of quality management focused on fulfilling quality requirements” [22]. Accordingly, context quality control is a process that works to fulfill the context quality requirements. The context quality requirements are not only the validity of context values, they also contain many other quality attributes such as security level, timeliness, etc. Context quality requirements differ from a CAS to another based on the problem nature and context type. Each CAS has a different "quality policy" that determines quality attributes, which should be realized in the context along with the important weights for each attribute. This quality policy is enforced by the control processes. In this research, we propose two control processes as follows:

The First Control Process: Providing CASs with Quality Information for Resolving Context Uncertainty

This process produces the different quality parameters and total quality, and feeds a CAS by these values to improve the context provision. The CAS then compares these values to predefined thresholds before using the associated context in decision making. This control process is not completely new however, the way of calculating the total quality of context and assuming this process as a construct within the framework is the contribution of this research.

The Second Control Process: IPQP Approach for Handling Sensed Context Shortcomings

As a part of our framework, we introduce a quality control process to improve context acquisition automatically. This control process has been designed for handling context shortcomings in run time. In this process, the proposed framework apply our approach IPQP(Integrating Prediction with Context Quality Parameters). IPQP is extension for our previous work RCCAR algorithm[52] for resolving sensed context conflicts. IPQP handles some basic shortcomings of sensed context according to quality aspects. Three types of context shortcomings are addressed: context missing values, context erroneous values and context conflicts. IPQP include two basic steps for handling context conflicts. The first step is applying RCCAR to recognize the valid values among many conflicted context values, and then apply a new step that uses context quality aspects to select the best value among the valid values. Invalid values can be defined here as the values that are far from the correct value. TOPSIS method (The Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) [41] is used to select the context value that has the greatest quality level after excluding the invalid values. For handling missing and erroneous values, we use the only first step by using RCCAR for predicting the required value.

Our approach RCCAR (Resolving Context Conflicts Using Association Rules) is introduced and published in [52]. RCCAR exploits the pervious history of a context to predict what among the context conflicted values are valid and what is not. The prediction uses Association Rules (AR) technique [17][21] to get all associations that combine context elements together based on the occurrences in the previous history. AR definitely discovers what goes together in data based on data occurrences in database. More explanations and details could be found in [52].

The Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) [26] is a multi-criteria decision analysis method. A decision problem is described by a set of alternatives; each one is evaluated against a set of weighted criteria. TOPSIS method is based on the view that the best alternative is that has the shortest geometric distance from the positive ideal solution and the longest geometric distance from the negative ideal solution [26][27][28][29]. In our case, alternatives are the
context conflicted values, and criteria are simply QoC parameters which represent quality policy; the goal is to determine the value that has the best quality for a context.

**IPQP Algorithm**

This section describes how IPQP handles the different shortcomings of a context in order to control the quality level of context. For missed and erroneous context values, IPQP predicts an alternative valid value for the context. However, for context conflicts, there is a chance to introduce better solution by involving different quality aspects beside validity to select the best valid value among many conflicted values. IPQP algorithm receives context value(s) and recognizes the type of shortcomings (if any) before starting processing.

- **Handling Context Missing Value**
  In case that the context value is missed, the solution introduced by IPQP is predicting the missed value using RCCAR approach. Actually, RCCAR was proposed to resolve context conflicts by computing the affirmation of context elements (probability_of_correctness) for each conflicted value of an investigated context element, and then choosing the value that has the greatest affirmation. However, the purpose of the case in hand is slightly different. In this case, RCCAR is used to compute the affirmation for all values that the context history includes, then the value that has the greatest affirmation will be selected.

- **Handling Context Erroneous Value**
  The erroneous value is defined here as the value of context which is very far to the valid value. IPQP decides that the context value is erroneous if its Probability_of_Correctness (PoC) using RCCAR is less than the predefined threshold. This case is rare as the context value is usually sensed using many sensors. However, if this case happens, the solution that IPQP introduces is the same for the missing value case. IPQP uses prediction values for the context value under estimation based on the previous history of context. RCCAR has been employed to compute the affirmation for all expected values according to the previous history and then, to select the value which has the greatest value.

- **Resolving Context Conflicts**
  In this case, context includes many values for one context element, some of them could be erroneous and the others are valid values with different quality levels based on the admitted quality aspects (parameters) for a CAS. IPQP should select the valid value, which has the greatest quality level among many conflicted values. Figure 6 illustrates the different stages for resolving context conflicts using IPQP.

![Figure 6 Main Stages of IPQP Algorithm for Resolving Context Conflicts](image)

**Stage One: Excluding the invalid values from conflicted values using RCCAR**

In this stage, IPQP excludes the erroneous values from conflicted values. These values are invalid because they have a large distance between real and predicted values. The method that is used to predict the valid values is RCCAR as mentioned above. In IPQP, RCCAR is used only for excluding invalid values from different conflicted values; and then choose the best value according to quality aspects using TOPSIS. This is because that we should take into account the CAS's context nature and admitted quality policy when resolving conflicts. RCCAR calculates the total affirmation (probability_of_correctness) of each conflicted value. The value with the highest total affirmation is selected, as well as all values with the permitted distance from the best value; for example, the difference between 10°C and 11°C for temperature is fine. Context user determines the value of permitted distance for each context element according to the context problem. The selected values will be processed further in stage two.

**Stage Two: Calculate the distance between each context element value and the best ideal solution using TOPSIS and the quality policy**
In this stage, we have used the well known method TOPSIS in our approach as multi-criteria decision analysis method as described in Section. TOPSIS algorithm produces the distance between each valid context value and the best ideal solution according to the quality policy.

**Stage Three: Select the context with best value**
In this stage, the context value that has the shortest distance to the ideal-positive-solution and the longest distance to the ideal-negative-solution will be selected as the best value for the corresponding context values.

**H. General Quality Indicators**
Quality parameters presented in Section represent quality aspects for each piece of context at different levels of context. Besides that, a general quality indicators will be important for the context levels to find out the total quality of a context in different layers and to reflect some general quality aspects. There are no new parameters introduced here; only general quality indicators for the different layers derived from the parameters values of different pieces of context in each layer. For example, the general quality level of a sensed context which is produced by a sensor network belongs to a certain party can be considered an important indication to assess the performance of a sensor network as a whole and can help planning for future improvements.

Actually, these indicators are useful for future and do not serve the daily work of CASs as the quality parameters do. If these general indicators are monitored over the time, they will contribute in improving a context design and resource planning. In general, data mining techniques can be used to detect the abnormal patterns in context quality indicators over the time and provide the decision makers by valuable information to think and improve the whole system and networks that used for capturing the context in CASs.

MCFQoC framework adopts different types of quality indicators to expand the utility of quality results in order to cover wide range of usage. These indicators can be summarized as follows:

1. **Quality Degree of each Context Layer**: This general indicator reflects the general quality level of all pieces of context in each context layer based on the quality policy. This indicator is important for the context producers and CAS's developer to know the general level of quality for each layer. This can help to focus on the weak layer and investigate the reasons behind that.

2. **Average of the Credibility for each Layer**: this indicator reflects the context reality in each context layer. It could especially lead the context producer to improve the context derivation in future. For example, if the first layer in the bottom has low quality level, this could lead the context provider to think how to improve the sensor network. If the context layer in the lower level is fine but the quality goes down when we get up through context layers, this could lead to think about the pieces of context that have the most relative weight and how to improve the root context information for them.

3. **Average of the Non-Validity Parameters for each level**: this indicator reflects the perfection level based on non-validity parameters such as security and representation_consistency according to the quality policy. We prefer to separate these parameters of the credibility parameter to monitor them apart of the credibility as the purpose of them is different. The purpose of the credibility is to measure context validity and support derivation for the context with managing context uncertainty, whereas the purpose of non-validity parameters is to measure the system perfection. It is important to be aware about the changes of different aspects of quality and interpret the reasons behind that to keep quality perfection of the context in a fine level.

4. **Averages of all Quality Parameters in each Context Level**: these indicators are very important to let the context producer aware about each quality parameter in different layers especially if there is a need for that. For example, if a big defect is remarked for non-validity parameters in such context layer and then the analyzers found that the problem is definitely due to the security level, they could review the authorities that are assigned for different context consumer, as they could give many access rights to the context during system operation without studying that carefully.

    **I. How to Use MCFQoC Framework**
To use MCFQoC framework, we propose the following steps:

1. **Context Analysis**: this step concerns with determining the context levels according to the context structure in terms of context element, context objects, and context situation.

2. **Determining the Quality Policy**: the user, context consumer, application developer and all other stakeholder should conduct this step. This step contains two sub-steps:
a. **Determining the Quality Parameters:** According to the nature of the application, stakeholders should carefully determine the quality parameters, which are appropriate to the context based on the parameter model that is introduced in the framework.

b. **Determining the Weights for the Quality Parameters:** In this step, stakeholders determine the important relative weights for each quality parameter according to the nature of the application and their expertise in the field. To be more scientific in this step, we employ AHP as described in Section. To accomplish this step automatically, there are many tools available for AHP. However, this part forms a basic component of our prototype that is developed to test the whole framework.

3. **Applying the Quality Control Processes:** This step enables a CAS to realize the quality policy. Actually, this part should be achieved automatically in run time.

4. **Monitoring and Studying the General Indicators:** This step is achieved by developing CAS with some services and a simple dashboard containing the general quality indicators.

### IV. Implementation

When examining ubiquitous computing applications, realistic testing environments will be essential. However, creating a realistic testing environment is highly costly. Rather, prototyping techniques are used to test CAS applications [46]. This section presents the implementation of a prototype of the proposed framework. It depicts the architecture of the developed prototype, and the data that is used to test the framework in a real-world case study of flood forecast system. Basically, MATLAB has been used to develop the prototype. This is because most framework computations are based on arrays, which are easy to implement using MATLAB. IPQP as a vital computing component is implemented using the WEKA tool; as it provides most known algorithms of association rules that are used in IPQP and RCCAR.

#### A. The Prototype Functionalities

The developed prototype aims at implementing and evaluating the proposed framework. A prototype has been implemented for the main constructs that need computing; definitely, assigning the quality policy using AHP, evaluating QoC parameters, calculating the overall quality using TOPSIS, and applying the quality control processes. The only construct that is not implemented in the prototype is the general quality indicators as they are not required for daily CAS’s work as they are a long term indicators monitored over the time. To enable the prototype doing its work, it should be fed with the context data and metadata. In addition, the prototype requires determining quality parameters by the user and doing a pairwise comparison between each pair of parameters to compute the relative weights for each parameter used in the prototype.

Figure 7 shows the prototype architecture. The prototype contains four main modules with data repository as most modules get/put their data from/to this data repository. Data repository is represented in the prototype as simple Excel files where the prototype reads/writes from/to them. The description for each module's functionality can be presented as follows:

1. **Context Data and Metadata Configuration Module**
   This module is responsible for receiving the context data and metadata and keeping them available for other modules. The context data and metadata are context hierarchy and context values with the associated metadata values for each quality parameter.

2. **Quality Policy Configuration Module**
   The main functionality of this module is enabling the user to assign the required quality parameters and let user do a comparison for each pair of parameters; then this module will produce the relative weights for each parameter accordingly. If the pairwise comparison results are not consistent, the prototype informs user that he/she should re-doing the pairwise comparison.

3. **IPQP Module**
   This module is responsible for applying IPQP algorithm for context quality control. Some steps of IPQP have been achieved with aid of Weka tool and the results are loaded to the prototype as input files. The part that achieved using WEKA is the association rules algorithm for prediction. The version used in this research is WEKA 3.7.7; WEKA supports different platforms, includes various algorithms, and accepts a various types of data input [20].

Two real datasets were used for IPQP experiments. These two datasets are available for researchers to examine their solutions: Southampton monthly weather historical data from the year 1855 to 2000 [19], and Cardiff climate data for five days [21]. Southampton dataset is a historical data for some
weather variables. This data is officially collected and recorded by Southampton Weather Station and published by its Website [19]. This data set contains 1744 instances. The collected weather data is recorded as instances, each instance contains values of some weather variables, which are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>YYYY</td>
<td>The year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MM</td>
<td>Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tmax</td>
<td>Temperature Max (Avg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Tmin</td>
<td>Temperature Min (Avg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>AF</td>
<td>Air Frost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rain</td>
<td>Rainfall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Sunshine Hours.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cardiff Climate Dataset is provided on the Internet by The Met Office which is the UK’s National Weather Service organization. It has a long history of weather forecasting as it has been working in the area of climate change for more than two decades [21]. This dataset is used to examine how the prediction is accurate according to five days (short history) as climate does not change accidentally, and within these five days, several readings were performed using different stations and sensors. According to this close history, IPQP has to predict accurately the valid values for different variables for the next new reading. The variables that are available in this dataset are shown in Table 3 [19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Precipitation Probability (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Humidity (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Visibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Temperature (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Wind speed (mph)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(4) Quality of Context Parameters and Indicators Producing Module
The function of this module is to compute the total quality for each piece of context starting with the context elements level and ending by the contexts situation level. This module represents the second control process in the proposed framework beside IPQP module.

B. The Description of the Case Study
The case study that is used for framework evaluation is a true flooding case within a CAS for flooding forecasting. There are many causes for flooding, some of them are natural based and the others are
human based. Our case study addresses the natural based causes and changes for flooding. The context contains some variables about weather and soil. These variables together monitor possible situations of flooding. Flood forecasting system usually uses real-time precipitation and stream flow data to forecast flow rates and water levels for periods ranging from few hours to days ahead depending on the size of the watershed or river basin [38][39]. Our case study is true potential flooding situation, however the context has some shortcomings that affect the whole quality of context and then could lead to wrong context derivation. The framework will introduce different quality indicators about the context and let the system makes decisions accordingly. The context items include three levels of context as it is in real word: context elements which are raw/sensed context, context objects which can be sensed or derived, and finally the context situation which is the final level of derived context. Figure 8 clarifies the hierarchy of the context. It shows the selected context variables in each context level and the synthesis relations between these variables through the different levels.

![Figure 8 The Hierarchy of Context](image)

The values of context variables and the metadata for all variables have been introduced in this section. Metadata are used for calculating the different quality parameters. The context data for each level starts with lower context levels and goes to higher levels. Table 4 introduces the context data for context element level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precipitation (mm)</th>
<th>Period (hrs)</th>
<th>Wind Speed (km/hrs)</th>
<th>Saturation Level (VSW%)</th>
<th>Max Temp. (°C)</th>
<th>Min Temp. (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As clarified by Table 4, two context elements have conflicts, Precipitation and Max Temp. One context element is not available, the Min Temp.

Table 5 clarifies the context data for the object level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rainfall</th>
<th>Soil Saturation</th>
<th>Wind</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Rainy</td>
<td>Severe Soil Saturation</td>
<td>Storm</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The context data for situation level is clarified by Table 6 as all previous values for context object indicate a potential flood.
V. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

This Section articulates the experiments, results and evaluation for our proposed framework. We start by evaluating IPQP as a separate part to be ensure that it works well alone before testing the whole framework. As mentioned earlier in Section, IPQP addresses context conflicts, missing values, and context erroneous values. There are many experiments are conducted using Southampton weather dataset and Cardiff dataset that are described in Section; the following results shows just one experiment with Southampton weather dataset.

A. Evaluating IPQP

For context conflicts resolving, IPQP predicts the valid values among set of context conflicted values, and then chooses the best value according to quality policy. The results shown according to IPQP steps.

The results explain the results of two examples; the first one is for applying IPQP to resolve context conflicts and the second is for applying IPQP to handle context erroneous and missing values.

Table 7 shows a set of conflicted context values, which are the values for Max Temperature (Tmax) which is a variable in Southampton dataset. Table 7 shows the results of the first step of IPQP which is applying the algorithm RCCAR to exclude the invalid values. Invalid values are the values that have lower affirmation values and values that are so far from the value with the greatest affirmation based on the permitted value (in our case, \( \Delta T_{max} = 2 \)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tmax Conflicted Values</th>
<th>Total_Affirmation using RCCAR %</th>
<th>Valid/ Invalid</th>
<th>Pass to the Next Step</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>valid</td>
<td>pass</td>
<td>the best value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>invalid</td>
<td>excluded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>valid</td>
<td>pass</td>
<td>in the accepted range ( \Delta T_{max} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>invalid</td>
<td>excluded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, IPQP computes the quality parameters for each valid value based on the quality policy. Based on quality attributes for each valid value, IPQP produce the best ideal solution and compute the distance between each valid value and the ideal solution using TOPSIS, then select the best value accordingly. Figure 9 shows the result for this last step.

**Figure 9** Results of IPQP for Resolving Context Conflicts - The Final Step of IPQP

The coming example presents the situation of IPQP algorithm performance for handling context missing values and erroneous values. In this situation, the same solution is applied. IPQP predicts the best valid value based on all values in previous context history database. As shown by Figure 10, IPQP provided a good success in prediction of the correct value with a big distance of other values even with the worst case (for 5 years) as the correct value has an affirmation value exceeds 50% and a distance of the nearest wrong value (at least 28.57%) which is a good distance value.
Figure 10 Results of IPQP in Handling Context Missing Value and Erroneous Values

The main drawback here would be if there were many context elements that have erroneous values. This case will lead to low affirmation for most context elements as the affirmation for each context element depends on other context elements values that should be valid values. This point needs more experiments to study.

B. Framework Evaluation

To evaluate our framework MCFQoC, a case study for floods forecasting is used. Flood forecasting system is considered as a context-aware system that works to monitor and observe changes in natural areas that are prone to flooding and working on analysis and then infer the incidence of possible flooding according to the context that has been captured. The framework works to allow the system users to identify and establish the quality policy for context and then control the quality of context automatically using IPQP and produce different quality indicators that enable the system to make decisions accordingly.

Quality Policy Setting

Before applying IPQP and producing the QoC indicators, the quality policy for each level will be determined in terms of quality parameters and their relative weights. The user should determine the desired quality parameters in each context level according to the application area and the problem nature. For our case study in hand, the quality parameters are shown in Table 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8 The Admitted Quality Parameters According to the Application User</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Admitted Quality Parameters for Context Elements</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Admitted Quality Parameters for Context Objects</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Admitted Quality Parameters for Context Situation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to our framework, the first step is achieving a pairwise comparison for all quality parameters in each context level. As shown by Table 9, application’s user should perform a pairwise comparison using the scale [0..9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 9 Achieving the Pairwise Comparison between the Quality Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After Applying AHP as a part of our framework, weights of quality parameters are produced as shown in Table 10.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 10 Weights of Quality Parameters for Context Objects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeliness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the quality policy for context object, there are only two parameters thus no need to perform pairwise comparison. The user simply determines the weights according to the application area as shown by Table 11.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 11 The Context Object Quality Parameters Weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For context situation, based on quality parameters model, there is only one parameter Credibility with 100% relative weight.
Results of Framework Evaluation
This section introduces the results of MCFQoC framework evaluation starting with results of IPQP as a crucial part.
As shown by Table 4, we addressed two shortcomings: context conflicts for two context element (Precipitation and MaxTemp, context elements) and a missing value (MinTemp context element).
Based on IPQP, the affirmation for all context elements was good except for saturation_level context element, which was 0.05% as shown by Table 12. This low affirmation indicates that the value of this context element could be erroneous value.

Table 12 Results of Affirmation for All Context Elements to Detect the Potential Erroneous Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context Element</th>
<th>Rainfall Precipitation</th>
<th>Rainfall Period</th>
<th>Wind Speed</th>
<th>Saturation Level</th>
<th>Max Temp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this stage, context conflict for precipitation and max Tempis resolved using RCCAR algorithm and TOPSIS method.
For precipitation, the results show that two selected values will pass to the next step of IPQP algorithm. These two values are 200 and 180 as shown by Table 13.

Table 13 Results of RCCAR for Precipitation Context Element IPQP First Step

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conflicted Values</th>
<th>Prediction Affirmation (Probability of Correctness) using RCCAR</th>
<th>Valid/Invalid</th>
<th>Pass to the Next Step</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>valid</td>
<td>pass</td>
<td>the best value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>valid</td>
<td>pass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>invalid</td>
<td>excluded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar to Precipitation, Table 14 shows the output of RCCAR algorithm for MaxTemp context elements. The two selected values 5 and 2 will pass to the next step of IPQP algorithm.

Table 14 Results of RCCAR for Max Temp. Context Element IPQP First Step

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conflicted Values</th>
<th>Prediction Affirmation (Probability of Correctness) using RCCAR</th>
<th>Valid/Invalid</th>
<th>Pass to the Next Step</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>valid</td>
<td>pass</td>
<td>the best value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>valid</td>
<td>pass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>invalid</td>
<td>excluded</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, based on the relative weights, which are produced using AHP, TOPSIS method is used to produce the best value, which is closest to the ideal solution as shown by Table 15. and Table 16 for precipitation and max temp. respectively.

Table 15 The Relative Closeness to the Ideal Solution for Precipitation Context Element

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Closeness to the Ideal Solution</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>0.83</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, the best value is 200 with 0.83 closeness value to the ideal solution.

Table 16 The Relative Closeness Ratio from the Ideal Solution for Max Temp. Context Element

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Closeness to the Ideal Solution</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>0.04</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, the best value is 2 with 0.96 relative closeness ratio to the ideal solution.

As shown by Table 12, probability of correctness (affirmation) using RCCAR for all context elements were good except for saturation_level context element, which was 0.05%. The low affirmation for
saturation_level indicates that the value of this context element could be erroneous value. By applying IPQP algorithm for this situation, the result was as shown by Table 17.

Table 17 Results of IPQP for Handling Erroneous Values for Saturation_Level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Predicted Values For Saturation_level</th>
<th>Affirmation (%)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>Selected Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown by Table 17, the predicted value is so far from the old value with 87%. The new predicted value seems more reasonable for flooding situation.

As shown by Table 4, one context element has a missing value; this context element is Min Temp. By applying IPQP, the missing value is predicted using RCCAR. The results are shown by Table 18.

Table 18 Results of IPQP for Handling Missing Values for Min Temp. Context Element

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Predicted Values</th>
<th>Affirmation (%)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>Selected Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Producing the Quality Parameters/Indicators Using the Proposed Framework

After applying IPQP, the different quality parameters and indicators are produced using the quantification methods that have been introduced in our framework. Table 19 shows the different quality parameters and total quality for each piece of context. In addition, it shows results for the general indicators beside the quality parameters and total quality for different levels.

Table 19 Results of MCFQOC Framework for Different Context Levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Policy for Context Situation Level</th>
<th>Parameter: Credibility</th>
<th>Weight: 100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>quality degree</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average of the credibility parameter</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The average for the non-validity parameters</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The average for all quality parameters</td>
<td>Credibility=0.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Policy for Context Object Level</th>
<th>Parameter: Credibility</th>
<th>Weight: 50%</th>
<th>Parameter: Security Level</th>
<th>Weight: 50%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>quality degree</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average of the credibility parameter</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The average for the non-validity</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The highlighted results are those results handled by IPQP for erroneous and missing values. Credibility for MinTemp is produced using only probability of correctness as it is a missing value and so there is no metadata available to compute its reliability and timeliness.

The results produced using our framework indicate many different aspects. The main important results are the quality parameters for each piece of context in different context levels according to the quality policy. The results of the framework are as described below:

1. **The Different Quality Parameters for each Piece of Context**

Table 19 shows the results of all quality parameters for each piece of context. The results contain the values for quality parameters that are assigned in the quality policy and other quality parameters that are used to calculate other parameters such as probability_of_correctness and credibility in context elements level. The results show that:

- The quality parameters in higher levels are affected by the related parameters in lower level for the synthesis parameters, which are calculated based on the parameters values in the lower level such as credibility for context situation and credibility for composite objects. For example, the quality parameters values for Rainfall object and the quality parameters values for the context elements that compose the Rainfall object; these context elements are Precipitation and Rainfall Period. We can see that the credibility of the object is the total credibility of the context elements whereas the security level of the object is equal to 1; it was not affected by the parameter in the low level because it is not a synthesis parameter. Another example is Temperature context object. For this context object, only one context element was available, that is Max Temp where Min Temp is then predicted with 0.47% credibility value which is low because it is affected by the absence of reliability and timeliness for this context element. This low credibility value for context element has affected the object credibility with a relative weight of 50%. Finally, as shown by Figure 11, credibility for Flooding context situation is affected by both the credibility and the weights of context objects, which compose the situation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Credibility= 0.67</th>
<th>SecurityLevel</th>
<th>SecurityLevel</th>
<th>SecurityLevel</th>
<th>SecurityLevel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The average for all quality parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality policy for Context Elements Level</td>
<td>Parameter: Reliability</td>
<td>Weight: 0.65%</td>
<td>Parameter: Timeliness</td>
<td>Weight: 0.28%</td>
<td>Parameter: Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quality degree</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average of the credibility parameter</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The average for the non-validity parameters</td>
<td>(Accuracy)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The average for all quality parameters</td>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Probability of correctness</td>
<td>Probability of correctness</td>
<td>Probability of correctness</td>
<td>Probability of correctness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results produced using our framework indicate many different aspects. The main important results are the quality parameters for each piece of context in different context levels according to the quality policy. The results of the framework are as described below:

1. **The Different Quality Parameters for each Piece of Context**

Table 19 shows the results of all quality parameters for each piece of context. The results contain the values for quality parameters that are assigned in the quality policy and other quality parameters that are used to calculate other parameters such as probability_of_correctness and credibility in context elements level. The results show that:

- The quality parameters in higher levels are affected by the related parameters in lower level for the synthesis parameters, which are calculated based on the parameters values in the lower level such as credibility for context situation and credibility for composite objects. For example, the quality parameters values for Rainfall object and the quality parameters values for the context elements that compose the Rainfall object; these context elements are Precipitation and Rainfall Period. We can see that the credibility of the object is the total credibility of the context elements whereas the security level of the object is equal to 1; it was not affected by the parameter in the low level because it is not a synthesis parameter. Another example is Temperature context object. For this context object, only one context element was available, that is Max Temp where Min Temp is then predicted with 0.47% credibility value which is low because it is affected by the absence of reliability and timeliness for this context element. This low credibility value for context element has affected the object credibility with a relative weight of 50%. Finally, as shown by Figure 11, credibility for Flooding context situation is affected by both the credibility and the weights of context objects, which compose the situation.
The average value of credibility for each level does not make a sense for the credibility in the upper level (see Figure 12). For example, the average of credibility in context objects level is less than credibility in context situation level. The average of credibility in each level is a general indicator that indicates the need for attention to this parameter in that certain level; it draws attention to the underlying causes of this weakness, if any.

As shown by Figure 13, for different context elements, there is a contrast in the result of reliability parameter that is based on sensors and the probability of correctness that is based on the context history. This result indicates the importance of probability of correctness as a validity quality indicator beside the reliability which based on the sensor efficiency that prone to breakdowns for different physical reasons.

Credibility reflects the validity of context. It makes balance between the parameters that affect validity, which are reliability, timeliness, and probability of correctness. As shown by Figure 14, reliability for such context element could be low (0.53) whereas the probability of correctness is high (0.83) as it is for Max Temp context element. The low value of reliability is due to a fault with the sensor that senses this context element. The resulted credibility is more accurate with (0.80) based on the high value of probability of correctness parameter.
2. The Total Quality for each Piece of Context According to the Quality Policy
As shown by Table 19, the total value of quality for each piece of context is affected by two factors: parameters weights in quality policy and parameters values for that piece of context. The total quality for each piece of context does not necessarily reflect the validity. As shown by Figure, for all context elements, there are differences between credibility value, which reflects the validity and the value of quality according to quality policy. This is the reason that our framework calculates the credibility for each piece of context even it is not a part of the adopted quality policy. Quality policy reflects quality requirements, which could be perfection aspects such as representation consistency, however credibility should come first, and both of them are important for the system.

3. The Average of the Credibility Parameter for each Level
As shown by Table 19, this indicator will reflect the validity in general for each level regardless the different pieces of context. Although we should think about credibility for each piece of context separately because of the relative weights of elements that compose the context; this indicator is still important because it makes the CAS’s user and developer thinking to raise up the performance of the part of system that responsible for producing the context in the level that needs that.

4. The Average of the Non-Validity Parameters for each Context-Level
This general indicator helps the CAS’s user focusing on non-validity parameters in the quality policy apart from the credibility, and thinking about the conditions that affect their values. These parameters are security and representation consistency parameters. This will help improving imperfection of the context. The total quality of context level does not indicate the problems that are related to these perfection parameters as we can find high credibility and low non-validity parameters whereas the average could be fine as shown by Table 19.

5. The Average for Different Quality Parameters in each Context Level
To allow the CAS’s user focusing on each parameter that contributes in quality policy for each context level; the average of each parameter in the level should be produced. The system user should concentrate on the parameters that hold the higher importance level according to quality policy. As shown by Table, the reliability parameter should receive the most attention to improve its value as it forms the majority of the quality value even that the accuracy level is low, but it does not matter because the accuracy weight is so low.

6. Results without Handling Missing and Erroneous Context Values
This section shows the main results in case that the context missing values and erroneous values havenot been handled using IPQP. As shown by and Table 20 and Figure 15, the results show how much IPQP improves the context credibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter: Credibility</th>
<th>Weight: 100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flooding</strong></td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter: Credibility</th>
<th>Weight: 50%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rainfall</strong></td>
<td>Relative Weight (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wind</strong></td>
<td>Relative Weight (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Soil Saturation</strong></td>
<td>Relative Weight (30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Temperature</strong></td>
<td>Relative Weight (20%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 20 Results without Handling Missing and Erroneous Context Values
This research introduces a novel comprehensive framework for QoC. According to results, the proposed framework has achieved good success in assuring the QoC in CASs. It combines theoretical components with a system of QoC assurance. Theoretical components include a new definition for QoC and a new model for QoC parameters. The system of QoC assurance contains a method for determining quality policy, quality-control processes for handling context conflicts, context missing values, and context erroneous values. The quality control processes aim in general at supporting context uncertainty. Theoretical parts of the framework are vital as they inspired us to develop other parts starting with parameters quantification methods and ending with quality-control processes. These theoretical parts should be essential parts for any future frameworks.

The framework established based on the idea of context multilayers. This idea helps producing a more accurate QoC parameters model, and also more accurate quantification methods for these parameters. Using AHP method for assigning the weights of QoC parameters within the quality policy is a new idea. Exploiting AHP to determine quality policy has produced a more accurate quality policy as it examines the consistency of parameters weights before adopting the policy. IPQP approach is introduced as a quality control process within the framework. It is an extension to RCCAR which is introduced as a sensed context quality control process [52]. It handles three main sensed context shortcomings: context conflicts, context missing values, and context erroneous values. IPQP has achieved a significant improvement for context quality. Credibility parameter, which is a new important contribution in this research, has achieved a remarkable success in terms of resolving context uncertainty as it produced a strong indication for context validity. Moreover, credibility significantly minimized the errors that could be produced by other parameters such as reliability and timeliness. As shown by experiments, the most important QoC parameters for resolving context uncertainty were the validity parameters such as reliability, timeliness, and credibility. The quality level of the context in the lower layers affects the quality level of the context in the upper layers just with the validity parameters, which have a synthesis nature such as completeness, reliability, timeliness, and credibility. Therefore, improving these parameters values in lower level affected significantly the QoC in upper level.

On the other hand, studying the success of framework in supporting context reasoning and context uncertainty resolving in real CAS environment could be better in order to assess the success of the

**VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

**Figure 15** How much IPQP Improves the Context Credibility
framework accurately. In addition, this research did not conduct complete context management. In future work we will aim to develop a complete context management framework centered on the QoC framework proposed in this paper.
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